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Goals
Students compare school segregation in Milwaukee and Mississippi during the 1960s, consider the relation-
ship between knowledge and power, and reflect upon the value of education in their own lives.

Central Questions
How were segregated schools in Mississippi and Milwaukee similar? What’s the relationship between a poor 
education and the choices people have in later life? How important is education in helping people shape their 
own lives? 

Background Information
In 1896, the Supreme Court ruled in Plessy v. Ferguson that “separate but equal” facilities for Blacks and 
whites were legal as long as they were of the same quality. State and local officials quickly passed laws to sep-
arate the races in nearly all aspects of social life. Throughout the South, in particular, control of government, 
laws, courts, police, jobs, banks, business, media, and schools was quickly concentrated in the hands of a 
white elite. 

By 1960, six decades of these laws and customs had left the majority of Black Mississippians uneducated 
and powerless. Most lived in rural areas, worked as field hands or domestic servants, and spent six years or 
less in school. Tens of thousands could not read or write. On average, Black workers earned about a third of 
what white workers earned. The white power structure relied on a huge labor force of intimidated, compliant 
workers; schools that taught white supremacy and kept African Americans down were key to the success of 
the unjust system. “I didn’t know colored people could vote,” a Black Mississippian told one Freedom Sum-
mer volunteer in 1964.

Meanwhile, in Milwaukee, most schools were more than 90 percent white, while those in the central city 
were 90 percent Black. Predominantly Black schools generally had poorer facilities, larger classes, and other 
problems similar to those in Mississippi. 

In 1965, Milwaukee attorney Lloyd Barbee filed a lawsuit that challenged segregation in the city’s public 
schools, the first of its kind in the nation. The suit claimed that the school board intentionally practiced dis-
crimination in the public schools by drawing district boundaries based on segregated housing patterns and 
other discriminatory policies. For 14 years the city fought the suit, all the way to the US Supreme Court, but 
in March 1979 the case was settled and the school board agreed to implement a five-year desegregation plan. 
See Lessons 2 and 7 for more on Milwaukee’s civil rights history.

Documents Used in this Lesson:
1.  “What Is a Ruleville Education?” (1964).
 http://wihist.org/1DUD9vX 
2.  Mississippi occupations and income by race in 1960.  
 http://wihist.org/1wn5ffw 
3.  Comments on Milwaukee schools by Black residents, 1965 (excerpts).

http://wihist.org/1uUxFM6
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Document 1: “What Is a Ruleville Education?” (Three paragraphs written by a visitor to the segregated 
high school in Ruleville, Miss., in 1964). 
http://wihist.org/1DUD9vX

Document 2: Mississippi occupations and income by race in 1960.  
http://wihist.org/1wn5ffw
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Questions
Documents 1 and 2: “What Is a Ruleville Education?” (1964) and “Mississippi occupations and income by 
race in 1960.” 

With your partner(s), read the documents and agree on answers to the following questions. We’ll discuss 
them as a class afterward.

1.   List three problems mentioned in the first document (“What Is a Ruleville Education?”) that were pres-
ent in Mississippi’s segregated schools. 

2.   How would you describe those same three things in your own school today? How is your school differ-
ent than those 1960 Mississippi schools? Is there anything that’s the same?

3.   Look at the tables in the second document (“Mississippi occupations and income by race in 1960”). 
What kinds of jobs did most Black kids in Mississippi get when they grew up? What kinds of jobs did 
most white people get? Who made more money, according to the second table? 

4.   In Mississippi in 1960, nearly every school board member, every elected official, every plantation own-
er, and every business leader was white. They decided how much money went to segregated schools for 
Black kids. Do you think they wanted those kids to be uneducated and uninformed? Why or why not?
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Document 3: Comments on Milwaukee Schools by Black residents, 1965 (excerpts). 
http://wihist.org/1uUxFM6 
Black Milwaukee residents made these comments about the city’s segregated schools in 1965:
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Questions
Document 3: Comments on Milwaukee Schools by Black residents, 1965 (excerpts). 

With your partner(s), read the comments and make notes on the following questions. We’ll discuss them as 
a class afterward.

1.   List three problems that Milwaukee’s segregated schools faced in 1964. Were they similar to the prob-
lems you listed for Mississippi schools?

2.   Who in Milwaukee made the decisions in 1965 about public schools, like allocating money for new 
buildings, deciding how big classes would be, or what courses were offered, etc.? Do you think they 
wanted Black kids to be uneducated and uninformed, like the decision makers in Mississippi? Why do 
you think that?

3.   Think of some people you’ve met who didn’t finish high school. Do they have the skills they need to 
affect their future? How much money do you think they make, compared to occupations that require 
degrees? 

4.   Do you think there is a connection between the education students receive and the jobs they get? What 
choices do you think you should make about school?


